The inflationary universe scenario postulates that at some time in the very early history of the universe a period of extremely rapid (superluminal) expansion occurred. Inflation is probably the single most important idea to arise in scientific cosmology since the early 1960s, when the foundations of modern big bang cosmology were laid. It potentially explains several observed features of the universe for which there is no other known explanation, as will be discussed below. The best ideas on why inflation might occur are inspired by exotic but established concepts of modern particle physics. Indeed, a period of inflation can be triggered by phase transitions of the sort that are predicted by particle physics models to occur under extreme conditions of temperature and density, such as occurred close to the big bang.
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The intellectual origin of the inflationary universe scenario can be traced, with a precision unusual for modern science, to a specific date and author. On 6 December 1979 the author of the book under review, Alan Guth, realized that the models of particle physics he was analyzing for other purposes could, under reasonable assumptions, trigger an inflationary epoch. Equally important, he realized that the occurrence of such an epoch would answer some major cosmological riddles. There were partial anticipations before, and many refinements and applications were added later, but clearly Guth's contribution was the central one. Moreover, he is an exceptionally lucid and painstaking writer. It is uniquely fitting, therefore, that he should present this subject to the general public.
There are no equations in the text of the book, but much use of quantitative reasoning, graphic illustrations, and so forth. In other words, the book will be quite challenging for the innumerate, but otherwise generally accessible. It is an intellectually honest book that comes to grips with difficult concepts such as spontaneous symmetry breaking, black-body radiation, and percolation, even when doing so slows down the narrative. There is a helpful glossary, and some slightly more technical material in appendixes at the end. It may be dangerous for a fellow "expert " to pronounce on the matter, but I think the author has succeeded remarkably well in conveying the profound concepts vital to his story in a simple, but never simplistic, way.
The Inflationary Universe falls naturally into three parts. The first part, constituting roughly half the book, sets the stage. After two brief, eclectic chapters that seem to belong elsewhere, we settle down to a very nice account of standard big bang cosmology, and a brief but well-thought-out and coherent account of relevant parts of particle physics. The material is presented in the context of a narrative of discovery that--regarded as history--is inevitably oversimplified, but always in good taste.
This part flows smoothly into the heart of the book, which is a personal account of how the author came to discover the inflationary universe scenario, and--together with others--to refine and apply it. Especially interesting is his very detailed account of his actual line of reasoning, which evolved from work with Henry Tye attempting to reconcile grand unified models of particle physics (and their specific prediction of magnetic monopole production) with standard big bang cosmology. Guth's work was also heavily influenced by an earlier, visionary seminar by the late Robert Dicke. The story is presented "warts and all " and does not stint in describing early misconceptions and effects of the pressure of competition. Guth also mentions, rather too schematically I think, the dramatic recent developments in measurements of microwave background anisotropies that might within a few years allow a much more meaningful check of very-early-universe cosmology, including inflation.
Finally, there is a distinct change of tone in the final 50 pages or so, where significantly more speculative topics are taken up. Here the connection to established physical laws becomes much more tenuous and the relevance to any practically conceivable observations remote. Although the speculations are clearly labeled as such, the length and style in which they are presented belie the warning. It might have been better instead to elaborate more deeply on the equally fascinating and much more realistic prospects for learning more about the early universe from better mapping of the microwave sky and for finding the elusive "dark matter " that appears to constitute most of the universe by weight.
It seems appropriate, in this journal, to say a few words about the status of inflation as a scientific theory. In its simplest form, this idea immediately explains one of the most striking and yet, from the point of view of general relativity, most puzzling facts about the present-day universe, namely that its spatial geometry is approximately Euclidean: that the universe is "flat. " As emphasized by Dicke, this fact is quite peculiar, because deviations from flatness tend to grow with time and the universe is quite old. Since expansion will tend to make even a curved surface become flat, a period of drastic inflation can resolve Dicke's puzzle. Related to this, inflation can explain the approximate homogeneity of the observed universe, which--as attested in the microwave background--was accurate to a part in ten thousand in the early history of the universe. Yet the homogeneity is not perfect, as the recent observations have revealed; indeed, the early universe must have contained the seeds that later, by gravitational accretion, grew into galaxies and other large-scale structures. Inflationary models offer a very promising way of getting insight into these inhomogeneities, by relating them to (inflated) quantum fluctuations.
On the other hand, it has to be admitted that the phenomena so far explained by the inflationary scenario are both few in number and not entirely characteristic: the flatness of the universe had been a working assumption of many cosmologists earlier, and the simplest (scale-invariant, or Harrison-Zeldovich) spectrum of inhomogeneities, which inflation models tend to give as a first approximation, was also hypothesized well before, by its namesakes. Also, the existing models of particle physics that give inflation are only metaphorically related to concrete world-models and contain some disturbingly "unnatural " features, in the form of unexplained small parameters. Most troubling of all, perhaps, is that the fundamental mechanism that drives inflation, the negative pressure associated with the energy density of empty space, is closely related to perhaps the weakest point in current physical theory, the problem of the cosmological constant. Roughly speaking, the issue is as follows. We know by observation that space devoid of matter, in the present state of the universe, does not weigh very much. Strange though it sounds, this familiar fact is baffling to modern physicists, because according to our theories apparently empty space is actually highly intricate and structured. At any rate, we do not understand why empty space weighs so little now, and in order to have inflation we must believe that it was not so--in a big way--in the early universe. Thus there remain challenges to derive and test more distinctive consequences of inflation and to root it more firmly in physical theory.
All this is just to caution, as Guth himself does repeatedly, that there continue to be lively debates on the fundamentals of scientific cosmology. It is undeniable, and truly remarkable, that the terms of these debates are increasingly set by Guth's extremely bold, yet coherent and not implausible, extrapolation of known physical laws to produce an epoch of cosmic inflation. Anyone interested in ideas, or the history of ideas, should read his book.
